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	Abstract: Simulation-based training continues to be a fast-growing market as entry costs are lowered and the capabilities and fidelity of simulation systems increase. However, even with many commercial sources of data available, the task of obtaining high quality GIS data for relevant locations continues to be expensive and time consuming, limiting simulation uses. Modern whole-earth simulation technologies like Bohemia Interactive Simulations' VBS Blue address this problem by providing geo-specific global terrain that is augmented with geotypical procedural detail. High resolution baseline data is necessary to be able to derive higher resolution procedurally enhanced details, thus it is necessary to efficiently serve the rendering system from a planetary-scale, manageable GIS data storage solution. This paper describes our work on building a worldwide GIS data manager that simplifies storage of very large-scale GIS data while providing efficient retrieval for rendering the data. We have based our solution on open data sources, such as OpenStreetMap and available open government sources, in order to keep data up-to-date and to keep costs low. The database must also store GIS data that is minimally processed in order to ease storing new data, and to support interoperability by making the data useful to the widest range of runtimes. The internal database is versioned and supports reliable transaction system properties, i.e., a "real" database. All data layers necessary for simulation — elevation, imagery, vector features, model features, land use classification — must be representable in the database in default open source formats, e.g., GeoTIFF for raster data, WKB (well-known binary) for vector data. The format is extensible so that new data sources, such as point cloud data, weather data, proprietary model formats, can be stored. Extendability should also support the storage of internal, application-specific runtime data so that a runtime can create intermediate forms of the data the may be more efficiently rendered. Finally, the database provides efficient direct access, or it can be streamed to remote hosts from a server. Sharing the database, or a subset of it, to disconnected clients is simplified by sharing a small set of files.  Existing simulation format standards, while useful as a source of GIS data, contain requirements specific to the run-time for which it was originally developed. Additionally, they fall short of several of the requirements we specified for our solution, e.g., it is not extensible in a formal way to include modern GIS data sources such as point cloud data. The resulting database solution will be easy to manage, and will supply VBS Blue with the data necessary to render very large area simulated terrains with varying levels of fidelity, e.g., low resolution/high altitude, and high resolution/ground-based, from the same baseline data.
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